Dynamic Management of Security Policies in PrivOrBAC
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Abstract—This article is a continuation of our previous work on identifying and developing tools and concepts to provide automatic management and derivation of security and privacy policies. In this document, we are interested in the extension of the PrivOrBAC model in order to ensure a dynamic management of privacy-aware security policies. Our approach, based on smart contracts (SC) and the WS-Agreement Specification, allows automatic agents representing data providers and access requesters to enter into an access agreement that takes into consideration not only service level clauses but also security rules to protect the privacy of individuals. Our solution can be deployed in such a way that no human intervention is required to reach this type of agreement. This work shows how to use the WS-Agreement Specification to set up a process for negotiating, creating and monitoring Service Level Agreements (SLAs) in accordance with a predefined access control policy. This article concludes with a case study accompanied by a representative implementation of our solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our work is related to the management and development of security and privacy policies. Our goal is to be able to identify security and privacy needs and integrate them early into the design of complex systems. This practice has yet to be widely adopted; generally, security requirements are expressed late into the systems. The principal difficulty which designers encounter concerns the methods and tools used to design functional and security models, as well as to describe the business demands which the system must satisfy. While functional design methods have become increasingly effective for automating the management of our security policy based on smart contracts managed through the WS-Agreement Specification [5].

The second part of the article is therefore devoted to automating the management of this policy to make the access control process dynamic. As it stands, any modification to be made in the security policy requires manual interventions, which diverge from the aspirations of complex systems known by their high rates of interactivity and which are therefore penalized by the obligation of human involvement in this type of task. The idea is to put in place intelligent agents capable of replacing human skills. These agents will not only update the security policy, but also manage the entire upstream process responsible for investigating the incoming request and negotiating, creating and monitoring the access agreements in accordance with the policy. It is in this sense that we propose to set up smart contracts managed through the WS-Agreement Specification [5].

We organize the remainder of this article into three sections. The first is dedicated to the presentation of our previous work. We devote the second section to the mechanism for automating the management of our security policy based on smart contracts and the WS-Agreement Specification, and then we present a discussion of our contribution in the third section.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Our previous work, [3] and [6], focused on providing the means and tools to integrate the principles of privacy protection into IT systems. To achieve our objectives, we have opted, throughout this work, for a certain number of choices which we present in what follows.

1) PrivOrBAC (Privacy-Aware Organization Based Access Control: In OrBAC model [2], the organization is the central component; privileges are not applied directly to subjects, they are assigned to roles within an organization [7]. Permission is granted for a role to perform a subset of activity on a number of views of an organization’s objects in a specific
context. PrivOrBAC [1] extends the OrBAC model to cover privacy management requirements. The first change consists in setting up a hierarchy of views to better manage the granularity of the data consulted. The same view of objects can have different levels of detail from one organization to another. Regarding consent and purpose, they were introduced as a new attribute of the context. The organization in PrivOrBAC continues to play its role as a central component which makes it possible to configure the access policy according to the other abstract entities (Role, Activity, View and Context). The role and activity entities behave the same as in OrBAC; privileges are assigned to a role within an organization in order to perform an activity.

2) PrivUML Metamodel: In accordance with the MDA approach (Model Driven Architecture), we have defined our CIM model (Computation Independent Model) composed of the pair (ends, means) corresponding to the protection of privacy through the PrivOrBAC access control model. The next step is to go to the second level of MDA which is the PIM (Platform Independent Model). Translating CIM to PIM requires finding the modeling tool capable of integrating all of our Privacy requirements into the model. After a study on the various security modeling tools focused on modeling access control requirements (SecureUML [8], UMLSec [9], PaML [10] and Privacy UML Profile [11]), we noted that none of these tools is completely adapted to our needs. Based primarily on roles and enriched by purpose, they do not, in their current state, allow the PrivOrBAC access control to be modeled. We therefore proposed PrivUML [3], which is an extension of UML enriched by the following concepts:

- The access modalities allowing to express the authorization of access, the refusal or the obligation.
- The hierarchy of object views to control the granularity of the data to be consulted.
- The purpose justifying the access request.
- The explicit consent of the data owner granted on the basis of the purpose.

We have therefore set up a meta-model capable of integrating security policies, meeting privacy requirements, from the design phase of the system. In PrivUML, an access request is refused or accepted with or without conditions to a subject, having a role in an organization, to perform an action justified by a purpose on a specific set of data whose owner has given his prior consent.

III. AUTOMATING OF THE MANAGEMENT AND PROTECTION OF PRIVACY

The work presented in the previous section makes it possible to set up a privacy policy in a static manner. Any new changes require manual updating of this security policy. Complex systems therefore have to dedicate personnel to this task, the cost of which increases according to the volumes of their interactions. This also increases the risk of error and data leaks. Take for example the French Health Management System (FHMS) which manages all the health information of adherents. Any medical entity not listed in the system must first go through the stage of negotiating a new agreement access, which must comply with the security policy in force, and which will result in updating the security policy of FHMS. The implementation of smart contracts is necessary to ensure automatic management of requests for negotiation and establishment of access contracts. This management method will be piloted by intelligent agents responsible for negotiating contracts as well as updating security policies. In what follows, we will define the notion of smart contract, then we will present the solution chosen for the management of smart contracts, and finally we will explain through a case study how we ensured the automation of management and the protection of privacy in an interactive system based on the elements mentioned above.

A. Smart Contract

The concept of a smart contract first appeared in the 1990s and has evolved over the years. Programmers tend to see it as a solution that replaces traditional contracts and contract law [12]. Another vision of the smart contract considers it as a mechanism to express calculations on a blockchain [13]. The author in [14] defines the smart contract as an automatable and enforceable agreement: automatable, although some parts may require human intervention and control; and enforceable either by legal application of rights and obligations, or by tamper-proof execution of computer code. For our work, we agree with [15] on its definition of the smart contract and consider it as the formalization of an agreement, the terms of which are automatically applied by relying on a transaction protocol, while minimizing the need for an intermediary.

B. Access Agreement

Data providers and consumers operate in a dynamic environment governed by a set of rules, conditions, obligations and guarantees formalized in a contract or access agreement. Several solutions exist for the management of this type of electronic contract, from negotiation to monitoring. Among these solutions we find:

- WSLA (Web Service Level Agreement): this specification, created by IBM in 2003 [16], allows the creation and monitoring of SLA (Service Level Agreement) contracts. WSLA defines a flexible and extensible language to allow consumers and providers of web services to define and specify a set of parameters such as technical-functional descriptions of web services, supplier commitments, etc.
- WSOL (Web Service Offering Language): this specification, based on XML language, allows suppliers to define several service levels or SLOs (Service Level Objectives) for the same web service. A consumer can therefore choose the desired web service and select the SLOs that interest him according to the level of service that suits his needs [17].
- WS-Agreement (Web Service Agreement): this specification defines a protocol and a language for negotiating, renegotiating, creating and monitoring bilateral access contracts (between consumer and
provider) in distributed systems [5]. The WS-Agreement Specification and the WS-Agreement Negotiation Protocol [18] are the only specifications standardized and accepted by a large community [19], [20]. Therefore, our study will be based on this specification to establish the protocol for negotiating and creating smart contracts that frame access agreements.

1) WS-Agreement Specification: WS-Agreement is a specification that enables exchanges based on XML language between providers and consumers of web services. An agreement is an XML file created from a template. The agreement and the template have the same structure. An agreement is made up of three sections:

- **Name**: this section contains the name and ID of the agreement.
- **Context**: the context contains meta-information about the agreement such as the identifiers of the initiator and the responder of the agreement, the identifier of the template that served as the basis for creating the agreement, references to other agreements, the period of validity, etc.
- **Terms**: The terms of an agreement include terms of service and, optionally, guarantee terms that define the constraints applicable to the services set out in the agreement. A service term is made up of several sections of Service Descriptions Term (SDT), Service References (SR) and Service Properties (SP). A guarantee term for a service consists of a section describing the scope of the service, a section describing the service level objectives (SLO) and possibly a section describing the business values of the service.

2) WS-Agreement Negotiation Protocol: Automating negotiations requires formalizing the definition of each term of the access contract. Much work has been done in recent years to automate contract negotiations in various fields such as connected objects ([19], [21], [22]), cloud computing platforms ([23], [15], [24], [25]) as well as distributed environments ([20], [26], [27], [28]). The WS-Agreement Negotiation Model [18], shown in Fig. 1, consists of three layers: the negotiation layer, the agreement layer, and the service layer.

![Fig. 1. WS-Agreement Negotiation Model [18]](image-url)
The negotiation layer provides a protocol and language for negotiating offers that indicate the willingness of both parties to enter into a subsequent agreement. The negotiation process includes the exchange of negotiating offers and counter-offers until an agreement is reached between the two parties. The agreement layer, on the other hand, provides a protocol and language that provides the basic functionality to create and monitor agreements. Finally, the service layer defines the services offered by the data provider. The execution of the service on the service layer is governed by the agreement layer.

Fig. 2 illustrates the protocol for negotiating a smart contract between the French Health Management System (FHMS), as data provider, and the German Health Management System (GHMS) as data consumer.

The consumer agent (GHMS) initiates the negotiation process by requesting the retrieval of the services modeled, described and published by the data provider, FHMS, by calling the public "getTemplates()" method. Once the templates have been received, the consumer agent analyzes them and chooses the one that corresponds to its needs. It then fills in the fields and builds his offer, then sends it to the provider agent via the "makeProposal(smartContract)" method. Upon receipt of this proposal, the provider agent checks the values entered and their compliance with the predefined constraints of contracts creation. In case of invalidity of the proposal made by the consumer agent, the provider agent is responsible for adapting the non-conforming values and making a counter-offer by calling the "makeCounterProposal(smartContract)" method. The negotiation process can see several back and forth between the two agents until a common agreement is reached or the failure following the consumption of all the allowed iterations. The common agreement is reflected in the creation of the smart contract signed by the provider agent and sent it to the consumer agent who in turn signs it and communicates his proof of approval. Then, the provider agent updates the security policy according to the access rules negotiated in the contract. It also provides the consumer agent with the possibility of monitoring his contract.

3) WS-Agreement Implementation: Many projects implement the WS-Agreement Specification and Protocol to set up access agreements. Some frameworks, such as WSAG4J [29] and SLA-Framework [30], make it possible to simplify this implementation. WSAG4J is a generic implementation of the WS-Agreement Protocol. It supports common functionality to create and monitor agreements generically and allows users to quickly create and deploy services based on WS-Agreement Specification. WSAG4J follows a declarative approach to support and manage the entire lifecycle of an agreement, from the definition of an agreement template, through the deployment of models in Factories, to the management of the agreement. SLA-Framework, as for it, is another implementation of the WS-Agreement Specification. It is an open source project that helps manage the lifecycle of access agreements (negotiation, creation and monitoring agreements). Currently in version V1.1, this framework only supports one-shot negotiation. The core SLA-Framework provides a language and protocol to define and advertise the capabilities of service providers in SLA templates, create agreements based on the templates, and track compliance with agreements at runtime.

C. Case Study

France’s national health security organization manages the medical records of all adherents of this state public service. All information relating to an adherent is listed in the French Health Management System (FHMS). This is personal information that the owner has designated as private, for example the Person of Confidence to Contact (PCC) or medical order that describes everything related to the Patient’s Care History (PCH). All access to this information is controlled by the system which grants or denies it according to the predefined access control policy. A national or foreign medical entity can therefore issue a request for access to the system to consult all or part of a medical file. These requests are normally issued by entities already recognized by the system, but it is quite possible for a new organization (new private
sector clinic, foreign hospital, new research laboratory, etc.) to request access. In this case, a collaborative access contract is required. Smart Agents, representing consumers and data provider, handle the negotiation and commissioning of the smart contract using the web services responsible for accessing the data. These data concern the personal information of a patient (surname, first name, age, address, telephone number, etc.) as well as all medical information relating to his/her state of health and his/her care path (results of analysis, treatments, chronic diseases, allergies, blood pressure and heart rate measurements, etc.), which are collected by the various portable and implantable sensors of the WBAN (Wireless Body Area Networks) or entered directly by doctors and subsequently stored in the Cloud (Fig. 4) in an encrypted format. The encryption is performed by a local server based on the access control rules specific to each type of data. Fig. 3 shows an excerpt from the access control policy applied to encrypt the PCC and PCH of Mr. Jean Dupont.

Mr. Jean Dupont, a French traveling in Germany, is transported to the emergency room of the K Hospital in the city of Berlin following a serious accident. Dr. Karl Schmidt, who takes care of him in the emergency department, needs to consult the information on the patient's care path as well as his contact details. Dr. Schmidt connects to the German Health Management System (GHMS) and asks through it to establish a link with its French equivalent (FHMS) in order to retrieve information from Jean Dupont. The GHMS thus sends a request to establish access to the FHMS which in return requests a certain amount of information relating to the requester and the access purpose. Following the sending of this information, the FHMS and GHMS negotiate and enter into a contract which grants the right of access to users attached to the GHMS governed by the access control policy in force in the FHMS. A token is therefore provided by the GHMS to Dr. Schmidt over a fixed period as well as the identifier of the established access contract. Dr. Schmidt connects via the token to the PEP of FHMS, which is the user entry point to the system. The PEP transmits the access request to the PDP which studies it based on the input data and access control policies stored in the PAP database and grants Dr. Schmidt access to Jean Dupont's PCH and PCC.

Fig. 3. PCC and PCH Access Control Policy of Mr. Jean Dupont.

Fig. 4. Case Study Illustration.
Bob, a nurse in the emergency department at K Hospital in Germany, can also connect to the PEP thanks to the signed contract covering all staff attached to the GHMS. He made the same request as Dr. Karl Schmidt but did not obtain the same authorizations. According to the access policy in Fig. 3, Bob cannot access the PCC. Although the context (Emergency) and the purpose (Accident) for the access request matches PCC policy, Bob does not have the "Doctor" role and therefore does not meet all the criteria for access. However, he can have read-only access to PCH data in accordance with its policy. Finally, Alice, Jean Dupont's attending physician attached to the FHMS, benefits from permissions to access, read and write to all of his file (PCC and PCH), granted on the basis of her role (attending physician) in organization (H Hospital).

D. Solution Implementation

Fig. 5 shows the sequence diagram of the implementation of our case study.

This sequence diagram summarizes the technical steps taken so that Dr. Karl Schmidt can access Jean Dupont's medical (PCH) and private (PCC) data. Dr. Karl Schmidt logs into his session in the German Health Management System (GHMS) and formulates a need for access to the French Health Management System (FHMS). The GHMS checks whether a smart contract (SC) already exists and makes it possible to respond positively to the need of Dr. Schmidt. In the case of the absence of a SC or the non-coverage of the need by the existing SCs, the GHMS initiates the automatic process of establishing a new SC with the FHMS as already detailed in the description of Fig. 2. The existence of a SC or the establishment of a new SC triggers the generation of a token by the GHMS which communicates it in addition to the identifier of the SC to Dr. Schmidt. These elements allow the doctor to activate a collaborative session at the FHMS and to formulate an access request to its PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) in which he specifies the attributes necessary to process his request. On the basis of this information, the PEP constructs a XACML request which it transmits to the PDP (Policy Decision Point) to calculate the decision.
Here is an example of a XACML request:

```xml
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>
<Request>
  <Subjects>
    <Subject>
      <AttributeId>RSO.identity</AttributeId>
      <AttributeValue>Karl Schmidt</AttributeValue>
    </Subject>
  </Subjects>
  <Resources>
    <Resource>
      <AttributeId>VOO.Identity</AttributeId>
      <AttributeValue>Jean Dupont</AttributeValue>
    </Resource>
  </Resources>
  <Actions>
    <Action>
      <AttributeId>AO.Type</AttributeId>
      <AttributeValue>Read</AttributeValue>
    </Action>
  </Actions>
  <Environments>
    <Environment>
      <AttributeId>Context</AttributeId>
      <AttributeValue>Emergency</AttributeValue>
    </Environment>
    <Environment>
      <AttributeId>Purpose</AttributeId>
      <AttributeValue>Accident</AttributeValue>
    </Environment>
  </Environments>
</Request>
```

In our case study, Dr. Karl Schmidt receives permission to read and write to Jean Dupont’s treatment path. He has also been granted read-only access permission to his private data in accordance with the “PCC: Access_modality” policy in which the affected person gives his consent to consult this data by a doctor in the event of an accident:

```xml
<Policy PolicyId="PCC:Access_modality"
RuleCombiningAlgId="&rule-combine;permit-overrides">
  <Target>
    <!-- this policy concerns the reading of PCC patient J. Dupont who consented to doctors to access private information for specific purposes-->
    <Resources>
      <Resource>
        <AttributeId>VOO.Identity</AttributeId>
        <AttributeValue>PCC</AttributeValue>
      </Resource>
      <Resource>
        <AttributeId>VOO.Owner</AttributeId>
        <AttributeValue>JeanDupont</AttributeValue>
      </Resource>
    </Resources>
    <Actions>
      <Action>
        <AttributeId>AO.Type</AttributeId>
        <AttributeValue>Select</AttributeValue>
      </Action>
    </Actions>
  </Target>
  <Rule RuleId="PCC:Access_PCC" Effect="Permit">
    <Target>
      <Resources>
        <Resource>
          <AttributeValue>Consent.Y</AttributeValue>
        </Resource>
      </Resources>
      <Actions>
        <Action>
          <AttributeId>AO.Type</AttributeId>
          <AttributeValue>True</AttributeValue>
        </Action>
      </Actions>
      <Condition FunctionId="&function;string-equal">
        <Apply FunctionId="&function;string-is-in">
          <AttributeValue>doctor</AttributeValue>
          <AttributeValue>PCC</AttributeValue>
        </Apply>
        <Apply FunctionId="&function;string-is-in">
          <AttributeValue>accident</AttributeValue>
          <AttributeValue>PCC</AttributeValue>
        </Apply>
      </Condition>
    </Target>
  </Rule>
</Policy>
```

We have therefore seen through this example of an implementation how a subject (Dr. Karl Schmidt) having a role in an organization (Doctor attached to the GHMS) succeeded in exercising an activity (reading and / or writing) on views of objects managed by another organization (PCC and PCH of Jean Dupont, member of the FHMS) in a specific context (Emergencies) and for a specific reason (Accident) following the consent of the data owner (Jean Dupont). This case study and this implementation therefore demonstrates how we were able to implement the process of automating the management of security and privacy policies based on PrivOrBAC using smart contracts and the WS-Agreement Specification.

IV. DISCUSSION

Complex systems allow entities to exchange information even though it is unknown to each other. This type of exchange is generally governed by access contracts negotiated in advance between the providers and consumers of the data. Today, this “static” approach is no longer appropriate. According to [31], Web Services are widely used in the automation of decision making while the use of WS-Agreement asserts itself in the automation of service level agreements (SLA). Automating access negotiation processes and integrating security rules into SLAs seems to be a good solution to make access control dynamic. Stankov et al. [32] consider that SLAs can be used as an instrument to build trust between providers and consumers of services in Cloud Computing platforms even before a relationship is established between them. The WS-Agreement Specification appears to be one of the most promising solutions to achieve this goal. Ludwig et al. [33] use WS-Agreement to negotiate SLA contracts to share resources in Grid Computing. In this same context, Smith et al. [34] also use WS-Agreement and Web Services to set up a security configuration mechanism according to the requirements provided by the user such as the configuration of resources and the quality of service, as well as
security parameters such as the level of encryption and sandboxing. In our work, we use WS-Agreement and Web Services to extend the PrivOrBAC model by incorporating access agreements that cover security rules to protect Privacy.

The WS-Agreement Specification can therefore be combined with access control models to allow data providers and consumers to specify their security rules. This is the case of Li et al. [35] which propose to integrate the attributes and their values in an SLA contract through OrBAC rules. This approach consists in that, thanks to the negotiation protocol of WS-Agreement, the providers and consumers of services exchange offers and counter-offers until an agreement is reached. However, this approach does not explicitly implement the WS-Agreement Specification to eliminate human intervention when discovering services and negotiating terms of the agreement. Our solution, on the other hand, makes it possible to respond to this problem and allows intelligent agents (or connected objects) to discover each other, discover services, negotiate service level clauses as well as clauses related to access security. However, the explicit management of trust based on transaction history and the management of inferences are, among others, two aspects that still needed to strengthen the model and avoid derivation. Indeed, the application of security rules seems to be a good solution to block unauthorized access and even more if these rules are negotiated automatically, but the dynamic reinforcement of these rules throughout the life of the information system is an essential requirement in today's systems.

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

A. Conclusion

In this article, we first started by explaining our directions in terms of privacy protection. We have given a definition to this concept and we have subsequently explained the approach followed, the choices adopted and the contributions made in our previous work to achieve the integration of privacy protection from the early design phases of complex systems. This integration in its static form is not entirely satisfactory to large organizations equipped with systems with high volumes of interactivity. The most awaited by these organizations is a dynamic administration of security policies and privacy protections. It is in this context that we have proposed in this article an automatic process for managing these policies in interactive systems. Our mechanism is based on the negotiation and establishment of smart contracts through the WS-Agreement Specification. This automation allows a system to autonomously manage access requests from external organizations, negotiate access contracts in accordance with current policies with these organizations, and update these policies with attributes of new contracts. Thus, we have provided the means to convert our integration of security and privacy policies from a static to a dynamic form.

B. Perspectives

We have taken care in our work to offer the various means capable of covering all aspects of privacy protection, ranging from the definition of this concept to the automation of the process guaranteeing it. “Management of inferences” is another aspect that remains to be taken into account. It is true that PrivOrBAC is a powerful model which allows defining and configuring access controls adapted to different situations, but the risk of inference in this model is not reduced to zero. A user with access to a set of data can always combine them to derive private data that they cannot directly consult. In our case study, suppose that Jean Dupont is HIV positive and he chose to keep this information private. Bob, the nurse at K Hospital, does not have access to Jean Dupont's private data, but can view medical data. Bob can therefore see that Jean Dupont is being treated with a protein called “interferon”. This protein is used in the treatment of viral diseases (AIDS, hepatitis, papillomavirus, etc.), in oncology (sarcoma) or in preventive treatment. This information alone does not allow deducing with certainty that Jean Dupont is a carrier of HIV, but by combining it with the results of analyses on the P24 antigen which are also part of the medical data that Bob can consult, the private data can therefore be revealed. Our perspectives therefore focus on proposing ways to combine with PrivOrBAC to guarantee privacy-aware access control without risk of inference.
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